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Smart City – Smart Media ..
Introductions

Artist-organisational processes (workshops, festivals, creating temporary participatory 

communities around shared cultural work) in which I was engaged in & exploring, those..

* which are dialogical, durational, event-specific, site-specific, community-specific.

* where the organisation, conversation and presentation/performance happens over time. 

* which involve a mix of initiators, participants and audience(s).  

* which involve a mix of working, collaborative, and personal relations, being together.

* which involve stories - and the 'passing on' – telling of them 

* which combine mediated, remote and direct interactions between people.

* Later: hybrid arts (art-science, ecological or sustainability cultural activism)

I wished to describe them as having out-comes and goings, rather than results.

I have also consistently expressed since my interest: what is left behind from being t/here,

The fragments, the left-overs and residue of agency..  



  

“At the heart of the 
‘bioregional revivals' movement 

is a desire to refine art and society 
for the age of inter-related crisis: 

environmental, social-economical, 
population & material resources”

During the start of the twenty-first century, 'think/act global/local' artists began to express 
a renewed profound interest in their unique local pasts & cultural inheritances 
in the context of sustainability and resilience. 

Instead of the national and global focuses formed previously, 
this time a bioregional or eco-geographic perspective is desired

“human cultures developing in relation to the natural ecosystems they inhabit”
(Richard Evanoff)

Not independence but 

Inter-dependence
(with nature, others)

A focus on 'resilience' themes drawn from 
the life of the people, indigenous im/material culture, 
bioregional science and the 'native' landscape 
carries enduring significance.

Globalized 
advanced capitalism & 

Pro-copyright ICT society 
threatens 

many of the remaining 
folk traditions with extinction

But invigorated aligning of 
Commons and Peer-to-Peer 
perspectives offer new hope!



  



  

Smart City – Smart Media ..
P2P network culture & cultural organising narrative

 
A buzz between rural cooperation and the online swarm 
(a.k.a. Connections between rural and online cooperation in Finland)

Process: Alternative Economy Cultures (2009), Pixelache Festival, Helsinki, FI

Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2010). 'A buzz between rural cooperation and the online swarm'. 
Affinities: Journal of Radical Theory, Culture and Action, Vol. 4 Issue #1, 09.2010. 
http://affinitiesjournal.org/index.php/affinities/article/view/51 

Project url: http://www.pixelache.ac/2009/festival/programme/alternative-economy-cultures/

http://affinitiesjournal.org/index.php/affinities/article/view/51
http://www.pixelache.ac/2009/festival/programme/alternative-economy-cultures/


  



  

Smart City – Smart Media ..
P2P network culture & cultural organising narrative

A Pull-down Screen, Fold up Chairs, a Laptop and a Projector: 
The Development of Clip Kino Screenings, Workshops and Roles in Finland

Process: Clip Kino (2011-2008), Helsinki, FI

Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2011b). 'From a pull-down screen, fold-up chairs, a laptop and a 
projector: The development of Clip Kino screenings, workshops and roles in Finland', In Geert 
Lovink & Rachel Somers Miles (eds.), Video Vortex Reader II: moving images beyond YouTube, 
Amsterdam: Institute of Network Cultures, 2011. 
http://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/video-vortex-2/ 

Project url: http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkino   

http://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/video-vortex-2/
http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkino


  



  



  

Smart Media – Smart Media ..
‘Herbologies/Foraging Networks’ narrative 

  
Mountain crowberries: Foraging and measuring knowledge or experience

Process: Mountain Crowberries (2011), Kilpisjärvi, Lapland FI

Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2013). 'Mountain crowberries: Foraging and measuring knowledge 
or experience', In Laura Beloff, Erich Berger & Terike Haapoja (eds.), Field_Notes: Field and 
Laboratory as Sites for Art&Science Practices, Helsinki: Finnish Bioart Society.

Project url: http://bioartsociety.fi/field_notes/?page_id=89

http://bioartsociety.fi/field_notes/?page_id=89


  



  



  



  

Smart City – Smart Media ..
'Cultural Heritage as Resource' narrative

 
Reflections on Soil Present(s), Past(s), Future(s)

Process: Changing Weathers project & iWeek International Media Arts Festival (2015), Liepāja 
University, Liepāja (LV).  

Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2016). 'Reflections on Soil Present(s), Past(s), Future(s)', In Rasa 
Smite, Armin Medosch, Kerstin Mey, Raitis Smits (eds.), Acoustic Space #14: Open Fields, 
Peer-reviewed Journal for Transdisciplinary Research on Art, Science, Technology and Society, 
Riga-Liepaja: RIXC-MPLab.

Project url: http://www.changingweathers.net 

http://www.changingweathers.net/


  

Smart City – Smart Media ..
Doctor of Arts research questions, ‘autoarchaeologies’

How to understand, represent and tell about my artist-organiser event-based activity 

and processes—that has happened in multiple contexts and locations, over time—as 

part of artistic or arts-based research? 

Elaborating, for example..

* Narrative stories of open-ended organisational processes? 

* What have been the foundations of different processes? 

* How have they developed, and what has been running parallel in synchronocity?

* What has developed onwards, re-iterated or repeated, or sustained over time?

These questions can be summarized as seeking to understand the contextual and relational 
chronology, the genealogy of processes, using my own practice and experiences as example..

Contexts in which artefacts are produced, shared, ‘located’, eventually archived. 

How may an autoarcheological approach be useful or relevant beyond my own 

personal artistic research method e.g. in digital humanities and/or archaeology?

(beyond auto -biographic and -ethnographic method in reflexive social sciences?)



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Stratigraphical [2001-2002] 

Virtual environment authorship, Use of stratigraphical data structure for 
content constructed in virtual and augmented environments disconnected 
from lived experience. References to Stratigraphy, virtual modelling, 3D 
visualization

How to author interactive spatio-temporal narratives in VR/AR?

Msc thesis at Teesside University [2001]
“Developing an archaeological method for authoring sound in a 4D space”
https://archive.org/details/paterson-2001-agryfp-cagta-thesis  

https://archive.org/details/paterson-2001-agryfp-cagta-thesis


  



  

Abstract visualisations developed by Dr. Edward Harris in the 1970s, known as the Harris Matrix, 
where the units encountered first, being the most recent deposits in history, are positioned at the 
top, and the lowest represents the earliest (Harris, 1979).



  



  

Example of Archave project (2000-2001)

"A New Methodology for Archaeological Analysis: Using Visualization and Interaction to Explore 
Spatial Links in Excavation Data.", Eileen Vote, Ph.D. Thesis, Brown University, Providence, RI, 
2001. 

"Archaeological Data Visualization in VR: Analysis of Lamp Finds at the Great Temple of Petra, a 
Case Study", Daniel Acevedo, Eileen Vote, David H. Laidlaw and Martha S. Joukowsky. In 
proceedings of IEEE Visualization 2001. San Diego, California. October 2001.(pdf). 



  



  



  



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Stratigraphical [2001-2002] 

Msc thesis at Teesside University [2001]
“Developing an archaeological method for authoring sound in a 4D space”
https://archive.org/details/paterson-2001-agryfp-cagta-thesis  

Paterson, A. G. (2002), 'Stratigraphical Sound in 4D Space', 
in Proceedings of 22nd International Audio Engineering Society (AES) Conference, 15-17 June. 
Espoo, Finland, New York: AES Conference Papers. Available online. 
https://archive.org/details/agryfp-2002-stratigraphical-sound-in-4d-space 

LISTEN (audio-augmented environments) at IMK Fraunhofer [2002]
Design prototype: Stratigraphy
https://archive.org/details/agryfp-2002-stratigraphy-demo-2nd-listen-expert-workshop-ircam  

https://archive.org/details/paterson-2001-agryfp-cagta-thesis
https://archive.org/details/agryfp-2002-stratigraphical-sound-in-4d-space
https://archive.org/details/agryfp-2002-stratigraphy-demo-2nd-listen-expert-workshop-ircam


  



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Relational [2003-2007] mobile/contextual media thinking 

Spatial, mobile networked, and social media authorship, mobile blogging, narratives including 
subjectvity, socially-engaged arts, fieldwork, storytelling, ethnographic influences, creative 
archaeologies of contemporary past. Rise of participatory platforms.

How to use mobile & participatory media to develop narratives including self and 
others in online-offline environments?

Introducing a proto- mobile publishing platform ‘Aware’ I wrote: 

“The lived experience of a place, what you and others do in it, 
and how it is perceived, is dynamic and always changing over time. 

It is a spatio-temporal diary, unwritten but fluid in material.. 

Personal memory gathers, shifts and adapts according to activity, event & journey.. 

When a moment of the here and now is captured as image, sound [or video] with a 
mobile-media device,

not only is it filtered by the subjectivity of the capturer, 

it is removed from the present”



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Auto-ethnography

Representing what I have learned at different sites & in various contexts.. 

Auto-ethnography 

*  Develops off from ethnography that includes participant observation strategies, but 
privileges the individual..

* Using own personal experience & stories as significant & relevant data 
in my research.

* “the auto-ethnographer is both the researcher and the researched” (Muncey, 2010)

* Research which is similar to 

“an artistically constructed piece of prose, music or piece of art work that attempts to portray 
an individual experience in a way that evokes the imagination of the reader, viewer or listener”

“[n]ot only is the individual a participant in the social context in which their experience takes 
place, but they are also an observer of their own story and its social location”

* It is difficult to separate oneself from what is the work done.

Subjectivity doesn't infect my research work, 
but enhances it & (hopefully) evokes sympathy for the subject. 

(Ref. Tessa Muncey, 2010)



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Auto-ethnography

“Auto-ethnographies need to be organised around certain features: 

* portrayal of the self, 

* one's positioning in the world, 

* the interaction of the experience of self in a particular world, 

* and the ways in which we come to organise experience and our actions.”

(Ref. Tessa Muncey, 2010).

Also inspiration from anthropologist Sarah Pink..

Sensory-ethnography 

“Open for the unexpected” in regards to “place, emplacement, place-making, 
inter-connected senses, sensory categories, and movement” 

(Ref. Sarah Pink, 2009)



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Auto-ethnography

Auto-ethnographic fieldwork?

Acknowledges a further set of involvements: 

Not only as an observer -participant 'in the field' taking notes, documenting, recording, 
But – similar to some experimental forms of social sciences – one who

* Purposely intervenes and contributes to the context, 

* Initiating, supporting, engaging and closing interactions within community, social 
and public relations.  

Creative practice, work, everyday life, habits, feelings, attitudes, believes, politics, 
friends, colleagues, collaborators are blurred as they often are in artistic, research 
and activist (hybrid arts and humanities) scenes,

It can be difficult sometimes to distinguish when one is 'in the field' when one is doing 
'fieldwork'

Due to the mixture of these aspects,

* I can only partially represent or objectify events.  
* I can highlight, edit, select, order and accumulate fragments, 
   and subjectively manufacture facts about my past.



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Reflections on practice and fieldwork

I have not maintained a regular fieldwork journal, or taken consistent textual note-taking during 
my projects.  

But frequently or periodically recording (with consumer-level digital recording devices):

* Digital photo documentations
* Sometimes digital audio or video

Slide-shows of images gathered into selective sequence 
showing and telling afterwards experiences, processes, situations, and involvements

Written textual accounts from audio-visual materials, after fieldwork (years after)

For each project/event there are also—mostly electronically or digitally archived—
* Correspondences and notes about ambitions and hopes, projections
* Notes about what to do, the time spent here, there, reflections, and plans to continue.  

Electronic folders full of communications 
with collaborators, institutions or host organisations both in advance, during and after the event.
(Often contextual data associated with these communications, including sender, receiver, date, 
time and often more, such as location-specific information.)

Physical artefacts
Tools, culture or consumer objects, books, printed materials, synthetic or organic raw matter



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Example of Thoreau Timeline project (2015)

“Learn about Thoreau's biographical details, lectures, journals, essays, and two books in a visual 
timeline that is conveniently sorted into six categories.

Our initial dates and subdivisions are drawn from Revising Mythologies: The Composition of 
Thoreau's Major Works by Stephen Adams and Donald Ross. Other sources used are listed under the 
text for each entry.”

Created by Holly Gilbert, Gabriel Karon, Alexa Krowiak, and Cassie McCormick.
SUNY Geneseo English 340, Spring 2015

http://dh.sunygeneseoenglish.org/2015/05/12/building-a-thoreau-timeline/ 

http://dh.sunygeneseoenglish.org/2015/05/12/building-a-thoreau-timeline/


  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Archaeologies of contemporary past / in or of the present?

“The archaeology of the recent and contemporary past—that is, the archaeology of places
and events that relate to the period of recent or living memory—is a dynamic new field
which engages critically with what it means to be ‘us’, with the politics of late-modernity, and
with the nature, shape and relevance of archaeology as a contemporary research practice.”

“A theme which was very prominent throughout Archaeologies of the Contemporary Past
was that of the subaltern, and the idea that archaeology has a major role to play in 
foregrounding those aspects of contemporary life at the margins which are 
constantly being overwritten by dominant narratives.”

Auto- biography → Auto- ethnography → Auto- archaeologies

“consideration of the archaeology of the sort of ‘everyday’ space with which we 
might all be familiar... We might consider this to be a sort of ‘auto-archaeology’ 
in its particular focus on the space in which the author had worked.”

Harrison, R. and Schofield, J. (2009). Archaeo-ethnography, auto-archaeology:
Introducing archaeologies of the contemporary past. Archaeologies, 5(2), pp. 185–209.
http://oro.open.ac.uk/18343/

Buchli, V. and Lucas, G. (eds) (2001) Archaeologies of the contemporary past, 
Routledge, London and New York, pp. 3-18.

http://oro.open.ac.uk/18343/


  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Archaeologies of contemporary past / in or of the present?

Why autoethnographical → autoarchaeological? 

* Research on practice with contextual meta-data & reflection in creating narratives

* Understand better one's own practice, operating environment, sources, influences

* Consider material and digital/media archeological analysis approaches

* ‘Reclaim’ social or process-based cultural practices often written about by art historians, art 

critics or curators, rather than the initiators, producers and participants within the process.

In relation to Digital humanities..

* Develop online-offline spatio-temporal interpretation ‘tools’ (for practitioners and 

researchers  who work with people/event-based processes and related contextual artefacts).

* Explore (research) bridges between practices of socially-engaged artists, designers 

and activists and social science researchers/units, humanities

* Present example of ‘reclaiming’ control over pervasive personal data-recording 

systems and the data produced by them, ‘small data’, ‘quanitified self’

* Make case of the importance to tackle this data independent of the tools and devices which 

created it, to gain new non-technological perspectives and meanings.



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Re-scale and overview [2017-2018]

Extend perspective beyond use by self. Massive & pervasive personal data and meta-data 
recording. Quantified self & personal informatics, Social media timelines. Timeline visualisations. 
Privacy issues. Algorithmic processing & need to familiarize with data-trail. Digital humanities. 
Autoarchaeologies of the present and emerging futures.

Transformed research question: How to use archaeological data structures, methods and 
theories to understand one’s own life as it is digitally recorded?

“The Quanified Self” - “I got up this morning at 6:10 a.m. after going to sleep at 12:45 a.m. I 

was awakened once during the night. My heart rate was 61 beats per minute -- my blood 

pressure, 127 over 74. I had zero minutes of exercise yesterday, so my maximum heart rate 

during exercise wasn't calculated. I had about 600 milligrams of caffeine, zero of alcohol. And my 

score on the Narcissism Personality Index, or the NPI-16, is a reassuring 0.31.” (Gary Wolf, 

transcript, TED Talks Cannes, June 2010)

“data exploration and analytics capabilities for personal data analysis remain 

surprisingly primitive, leaving the analytical heavy lifting to the end user” 

Fawcett, T. (2015) ‘Mining the Quantifed Self: Personal Knowledge Discovery as a Challenge 

for Data Science’ Big Data. 2015 Dec;3(4):249-66.



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Re-scale and overview [2017-2018]

In Deborah Lupton’s ‘Self-Tracking Cultures: Towards a Sociology of Personal Informatics’ (2014)

Lupton offers “a different perspective: one from a sociological lens, in which the broader social, 

cultural and political implications of self-tracking are identified and explored. This juxtaposition 

of the personal with the sociocultural aspects of computer informatics has yet to be 

fully explored and articulated in relation to self-tracking. While self-tracking, in its very 

name and focus on the ‘self’ may appear to be an individualistic practice, many self-trackers view 

themselves as part of community of trackers”

5 modes of Self-tracking cultures according to Lupton: 

“Private (for one’s own purposes only);

Communal (sharing data with other self-trackers)

Pushed (encouraged by others); imposed (foisted upon people)

Imposed (foisted upon people)

Exploited (where people’s personal data are repurposed for the use of others)”



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Re-scale and overview [2017-2018]

“Individuals use social networking sites and messaging apps to communicate, make payments 

using online platforms and credit cards, and stream digital media. Additionally, they are virtually 

inseparable from wearable devices such as fitness trackers and smart-phones. The growing 

immersion in digital environments and dependence on digital devices imply that 

people’s behaviors, communication, geographical location, and even physiological 

states can be easily recorded, producing large samples of digital footprints. Such 

footprints include web browsing logs, records of transactions from online and offline 

marketplaces, photos and videos, global positioning system location logs, media playlists, voice 

and video call logs, language used in Tweets or e-mails, and much more. The unprecedented 

availability of large samples of digital footprints, combined with computing power and 

modern statistical tools, offers great opportunities for social science.” 

Ref: Kosinski, M., Wang, Y., Lakkaraju, H. & Leskovec, J. (2016). ‘Mining Big Data to Extract 

Patterns and Predict Real-Life Outcomes’. Psychological Methods, Vol. 21, No. 4, 493–506



  

Example of ShareLab’s Facebook Algorithmic Factory research (2016) 

“Investigation trilogy.. with the intention to map and visualise a complex and invisible exploitation 
process hidden behind a black box of the World’s largest social network..

In order to map this process we examined the structure, categorisation and targeting 
methods  available to advertisers through Facebook. There are 3 main categories of 
targeting options, user profiling based on basic information (location, age, gender and 
language), detailed targeting (based on users’ demographics, interests and behaviours) 
and connections (based on specific kind of connection to Facebook pages, apps or 
events). Every user is basicly profiled and tagged with the use of those three methods and is being 
offered as a target for advertising.”

https://labs.rs/en/quantified-lives/ | https://labs.rs/en/category/facebook-research/ 

https://labs.rs/en/quantified-lives/
https://labs.rs/en/category/facebook-research/


  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Re-scale and overview [2017-2018]

“We must become the owners and the brokers of our own data.”

“This new oil, this content, big data, it's personal data—it's me. My digital personality. Today 

‘going online’ is no longer a choice or a potentiality, but rather a necessary condition of 

existence. It is essential. Part of me. I spend at least half of my time online: both professionally 

and privately. As Artie Vierkant recently said, we live in a ‘post-internet’ reality. The internet is  

not a separate realm anymore, it's become an integral part of life. My identity remains unified, 

but  it's become partially digital. We're made of atoms and of bits. The internet is the external-

ization of my inner world. And this inner world is clearly linked to the rest of me.“

Quotes by Hannes Grassegger, adapted from Das Kapital bin Ich (2015) (trans: I am Capital). 

Grasseger is a Swiss economist and investigative journalist who with Mikael Krogerus broke the 

story in Das Magazine, Dec. 2016 about role of Cambridge Analytica in harvesting personal data 

from Facebook to influence political behaviour in various countries. 

Ref: https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/xyw3gj/i-am-capital | 

https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/mg9vvn/how-our-likes-helped-trump-win 

https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/xyw3gj/i-am-capital
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/mg9vvn/how-our-likes-helped-trump-win


  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
The archaeological record

Linda Patrik’s (1985) Five meanings of the archaeological record  

(with insert notes according to Lucas (2012): 

1. Past Objects & Events (systemic context)

the material cultural context in which past events and/or processes occurred

2. Material deposits (layers, stratigraphy)

3. Material remains (objects, deposits, assemblages)

the material deposits & remains left behind by these past processes

4. Archaeological sample (excavated area, retrieved finds)

the part of these recovered by archaeology (ie. samples) from fieldwork, excavation

5. Archaeological record (archives, publications)

the record archaeologists themselves create of these remains (e.g. archives, reports)

the textual record encodes and narrates the past-present

Ref: Lucas, G. (2012). Understanding the archaeological record, Cambridge UK: Cambridge 

University Press | Patrik, L.  (1985). Is there an archaeological record?, In Michael B. Schiffer (ed.), Advances in 

Archaeological Method and Theory, Vol. 8. pp.27-62



  

Towards Autoarchaeological Archiving..
Archaeological record in the context of personal data?

Linda Patrik’s (1985) Five meanings of the archaeological record  

(with own speculative imaginations inbetween)

1. Past Objects & Events (systemic context)

Pervasive personal data recording that increasingly surrounds all our activities? 

2. Material deposits (layers, stratigraphy)

3. Material remains (objects, deposits, assemblages)

Artefacts, digital footprint, reconstructed events left behind by these past processes?

4. Archaeological sample (excavated area, retrieved finds)

Recovered by autoarchaeological/personal analysis from fieldwork, investigations

5. Archaeological record (archives, publications)

the record that persons themselves create of these remains (e.g. archives, reports)

the textual record encodes and narrates the past-present
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